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“When you’re in 
your 80s, you  
can still have 
your best idea 

tomorrow”



PoWer PLAY
Grey velvet jacket, Paul 
Smith; grey turtleneck, 
maison martin margiela, 
both Harry rosen.
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  A MAn of a  
 certAin Age

EvEr ThE rowdyman, gordon pinsEnT pEns a candid mEmoir and looks To whaT’s nExT 
TEXT ATHENA McKENZIE  pHoTogrApHy joHN HyrNIuK

His voice is striking and familiar. 
the rich, lilting baritone turns heads as we 
walk across the beach, and he muses about 
the nearby bluffs, the white cliffs promin-

ent against the cerulean sky. When we reach our destina-
tion near a peninsula of rocks, a female bystander loiters 
nearby until he speaks and then, with a contented sigh of 
“oh, there’s that voice,” she wanders off. 

even under his lush beard and mane-like shock of white 
hair, gordon Pinsent’s face is as recognizable as his brogue. 
At one point he expresses concern, an eyebrow raised as 
he gestures to his facial hair. reassuring him that it lends 
a Hemingwayesque appeal, i’m rewarded with a long 
chuckle (it’s much later when i remember his voice work 
in the oscar-winning short film The Old Man and the Sea). 

the 82-year-old has grown the whiskers for his latest role, 
as fisherman and town’s statesman in The Grand Seduction 
– just one of many parts in a remarkable career. While the 
bulk of his memoir Next is a conversational exploration of 
his life through his work, more than 10 pages at the end 
catalogue “selected performances” since 1954, including ap-

pearances in almost every major canadian television show. 
there are also his notable films, like The Shipping News 
and his stunning performance in Away From Her. And for 
some, he’ll always be The Rowdyman, the film he wrote and 
starred in back in 1972. it was one of the first feature-length 
movies made in Pinsent’s native newfoundland, where he 
was born in 1930 and which he left in 1948 to pursue his  
acting dreams.

i’m also from the island, where Pinsent is adored. His 
stature there is only partly due to his success in the fickle 
world of show business. He has the ability to not take him-
self too seriously, a prized trait on the rock. During my 
afternoon with him, watching the actor charm everyone we 
encounter, a song from The Rowdyman keeps popping in 
my head: “it’s a Lovely, tell Your Mother kind of Day.” 

Director sarah Polley, who has known him since she 
was a child, cast him in her movie Away From Her. she 
describes him as a true gentleman. 

“He learned the crew list with the same intensity as he 
learned his lines. He makes everyone feel so appreciated. He 
is also one of the funniest people i’ve ever met,” she says.



THe beACHComber
Pea jacket, burberry; denim 
shirt, Scotch & Soda; jeans, 
U.S.A., all Holt renfrew. 
boots, Hunter, browns/b2.



of course, for a certain generation, he was off the radar 
until “canadian icon gordon Pinsent” hilariously shared 
tidbits from the memoir of “another famous canadian, 
[the then] 16-year-old Justin Bieber,” on This Hour Has 22 
Minutes in 2010. 

“We got something from [Bieber] afterwards. it went 
something like, ‘Ha ha ha. He’s a funny man. He’s the per-
fect one to read my book. We should be able to laugh at 
ourselves.’ it was better than being taken to court,” Pinsent 
tells me. 

Pinsent’s filmography reads distinctively canadian, but 
for a time in the late ’60s and early ’70s, the actor was based 
in Los Angeles. in Next, Pinsent reflects on his time there 
and his roles in the original Thomas Crown Affair with Faye 
Dunaway and the campy Blackula – Pinsent just shakes his 
head and laughs when i mention the film – as well as his 
spots on television in shows like Hogan’s Heroes and robert 
Wagner’s It Takes a Thief. After almost six years, Pinsent 
decided Hollywood was not a good fit. 

“i had a dreadful time there really. i thought that i could 
use up to three lifetimes there just waiting in line for bet-
ter material, for good opportunities. it was at the end of 
the golden era, and a lot of movie stars were moving over 
to television. the possibility of getting the best material or 
a good piece of material in town was very, very tough. i 
felt very strongly i didn’t want to hand my life over – the 
possibility of winning or losing in this business – to these 
people, just strangers.”

Although he tells me that leaving Hollywood is a deci-
sion he does not regret, an intriguing part of Next concerns 
his remorse for not going back to Los Angeles for the 2008 
oscars, the year Away From Her was receiving global ac-
claim and sarah Polley was nominated for Best Adapted 
screenplay and Julie christie for Best Actress. 

rewatching the movie, i am once again amazed by 
Pinsent’s portrayal of grant, a man losing his wife to the  
ravages of Alzheimer’s disease. it seems a glaring oversight 
that he wasn’t nominated for an oscar along with christie  
and Polley.  

“i think he brings such depth and humanity to the char-
acters he plays. in Away From Her he is the centre of the 
film. He is in almost every single frame. if the film works 
at all it is because of him,” Polley says. 

P insent’s toronto condo is a bright two-
storey space, full of art: some connected to 
his career, including a large painting of the 
rowdyman near the front door. Flashing a 

mischievous grin, Pinsent draws my attention to a statue 
in his living room, a dog he acquired when somebody told 
him he needed a pet. Behind it lies a small metal circlu-
lar lump that looks like something that needs scooping, an 

addition from actor and son-in-law, Peter keleghan. Pin-
sent’s laugh is contagious and irresistible. 

this enthusiasm underlies an openness that may explain 
his career-long habit of saying yes to any opportunity – one 
reason for his endurance and seeming omnipresence in the 
canadian entertainment scene. But he tells me accepting a 
job is not always about the work.

He admits that filming in trinity Bay, n.L. was part of 
the attraction to The Grand Seduction. Directed by Don 
Mckellar, the film is a remake of the French-canadian Le 
Grande Séduction. it tells the story of a small town trying to 
lure a doctor to their dying community in order to secure 
a new factory. 

“i’m happiest when i’m in the middle of a group of people 
who are there for the right reasons ... it gives me a chance 
to do good with talented people ... and jump in the car and 
go see the brother.”

While Pinsent is animated as he discusses his only re-
maining sibling, his 90-year-old brother Harry, “the most 
unforgettable character,” he becomes more contemplative 
when he talks about his children. Leaning back into the 
throw cushions on his sofa, he takes longer pauses between 
sentences, his distinctive voice more measured and soft.

He has three children, Barry kennedy and Beverly  
Pinsent, from his first marriage, and Leah Pinsent, his 
daughter with his late wife, the acclaimed stage actress 
charmion king. 

Although Pinsent did not raise Barry and Beverly, cir-
cumstances he recounts in Next, he says their relationship 
has “certainly turned out to be something to be really quite 
magical.

“they help make up a wonderful life for me ... to know 
they have grown so wonderfully and that their outlook is 
extraordinary with not having had that time together.”

Pinsent was present for Leah’s upbringing, and he de-
scribes her as the force that keeps him going. 

“Whether it’s having to do with my working life or private 
life, if it wasn’t for her, i don’t know what i would be doing.”

the loss of his wife, charm, who passed away in 2007 
from emphysema, still weighs on Pinsent and underscores 
the more emotional parts of his memoir. Along with the 
photographs of king on the grand piano, Pinsent points 
out the paintings of her he did himself, including a dramat-
ic portrait in the front hall, done in red, from their years in 
Los Angeles. 

“i’m not keen on that idea of letting go ... those chan-
ges that have come about – let’s call it the aging process or  
the changing times – those things are hard to bear. i don’t 
like them.”

chief among the things Pinsent doesn't like about  
getting older is the attitude in his industry toward his 80-
plus years.

“now what that is is some sort of gothic idea that we 
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have had drawn from former times when the word 80, the 
number 80 was the worst thing you could possibly be. if 
he’s 80, he must be falling apart and he’s not telling us. Well, 
i ain’t falling apart.”

Along with his other creative pursuits, Pinsent has been 
dabbling with poetry for as long as he’s been in show busi-
ness. throughout Next are enticing snippets of his poems. 
And now his verse has been set to music by travis good of 
the sadies and greg keelor of Blue rodeo. According to 
Pinsent, the album came about quite organically, when the 
three sat down to see if his poetry could be used as lyrics. 

Which brings us back to Pinsent’s voice. When good, 

Pinsent and keelor released their cD, Down and Out in 
Upalong last spring, it included a second disc of Pinsent’s 
spoken verse over music. Like his memoir Next, the tracks 
speak to his roots in newfoundland, the experiences of his 
career, his relationship with king and her loss. Watching 
Pinsent gaze out across the water, i think of the track “Let 
go,” which is arresting in its simplicity and confessional 
overtones and all the more riveting when delivered in the 
seductive lull of Pinsent’s familiar burr. 

“Let go voices i knew so well, let go. And let go fame that 
was so fleeting too. And the sweet, sweet pain of loving 
you, let go.” 

next
an ExclusivE ExcErpT from gordon pinsEnT’s nEw mEmoir

I hold fast to the virtue of imagination. When things 
are bad, imagine that they’re going to get better.

That’s what your bank manager does, when he 
imagines that next year will be better than this 

year. norman vincent Peale called it the power of positive 
thinking. some people call it visualization. call it whatever 
you want, we all imagine our lives as we would like them 
to be. even as i write this, i imagine i hear the telephone 
ringing, and when i answer it, i’m informed that a courier 
is on his way to me with a wonderful, innovative, bold, and 
daring new script.

i was offered two movies this week. i was very pleased 
to be offered two movies. i don’t think i’ll do either one of 
them. same old story. “But did you read the whole script?” 
i don’t have to read the whole script to see how my charac-
ter impacts the story. There’s a little bit here, then there is a 
twenty-page gap, and then there’s a little bit there, and then 
there’s another twenty-page gap. is my character develop-
ment the thrust of the story? i don’t think so. And if the 
story is not dependent on my character, why do i need to 
read the whole script?

Then again, i’ve just been offered two short films, with 
some really good people. And i’m going to do them both. 

 These days it seems to me that i spend half my time work-
ing and the other half defending it, that i’m still working. 
“You’re still doing it, gordon? Jesus!” i get that everywhere. 
“Yes, and i made four dollars this week.” Because the big 
properties are few and far between.

i am often asked: “Why are you doing so many differ-
ent things?” it has struck me, at this late date, that i was 
entertaining enough as a kid, but that i was beginning then 
to believe everyone who had said i was “useless” – which 
most assuredly meant everyone i had passed on the street 
where i lived. And, i was. Useless, i do believe it now, in the 

deepest part of my foolish self. not a part of me was real. 
You can try on every cowboy hat in the store, but that still 
won’t make you a cowboy.

i’ve always looked ahead. What’s next? What’s next? As 
if it was the very first thing i was going to do. And people 
say, “My god, gordon, you’ve done a lot of work.” People 
look at me with that fishy expression and say, “Wow, you’re 
still at it!” Which is another way of saying, hey, gordon, 
maybe it’s time for you to leave, to sign off. You’re still at it 
for god’s sake! You gotta be 200!

Honestly, sometimes you forget you were even part of 
certain things. My brother Harry calls every so often and 
gently tries to nudge me to give it all up. He’s waiting for me 
to come home to newfoundland and sit on a bench with 
him and watch the world go by. But i’m not ready for that. 
sometimes the work is slow, and then you get a movie like 
Away From Her and, bang, you’re right back in it and doing 
your best work.

Maybe it’s peculiar to my particular generation. Look 
at chris Plummer. chris is doing so great now at this late 
stage in his career. The Girl With the Dragon Tattoo with 
Daniel craig, Beginners with ewan Mcgregor, The Last Sta-
tion with Helen Mirren, The Tempest, Barrymore ... when 
you’re in your eighties, you can still have your best idea 
tomorrow. Which is one of the reasons why retirement is 
never an issue. retire from what? Use the word “retiring” in 
front of Donald sutherland and he’ll assume you’re using a 
synonym for “shy.” retire? Just because you’ve hit a certain 
age, a certain number, that our culture has defined as Quit-
ting time? 

excerPted from NEXT. coPYright © 2012 BY kingPin ProductionS inc. 
and malJo enterPriSeS inc. PuBliShed BY mcclelland & Stewart,  
a diviSion of random houSe of canada limited. reProduced BY 
arrangement with the PuBliSher. all rightS reServed.
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